Driving Directions
GPS coordinates:
Latitude 34°47'43.80"N
Longitude 32°23'52.13"E

Villa Address:
Meltemi Villas are located at Dimma street no. 10, 8220 Chloraka

Use of this document:
Driving instructions from Pafos International Airport (PFO) to Meltemi Villas

pages 2–6

Driving instructions from Larnaca International Airport (LCA) to Meltemi Villas

pages 7–9

Note for signs and maps:
Pafos is also spelled as Paphos, Lemesos as Limassol

If you cannot find your villa:
Call us at any time at +35799625039 and we will be happy to help you.
If the above number is unavailable, call +35796470180 or +35799613280.

Navigation:
Google Maps
We highly recommend using Google Maps, but only if you cache the local map for offline access so as not to
have to pay data roaming charges. Does not offer turn-by-turn navigation when offline, but Googles’ map is
the best free map available. Available for iPhones and comes preinstalled on all Android smartphones.
See instructions here: https://support.google.com/gmm/answer/3273567?hl=en

Here
Here (formerly Ovi Maps and Nokia Maps), was a company owned for many years by Nokia which is offering
a free navigation app for iPhone and Android smartphones. Here allows you to download maps for offline
access. Turn by turn navigation works even offline.
More information in this link: https://company.here.com/consumer/
Zoom
Zoom offers a free Android navigation app, which also works offline for avoiding
roaming data charges.
For more information, follow the link: http://zoomcy.com/pages/mobileapp
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Driving from Pafos (Paphos) International Airport (PFO)
Driving distance is 21 Km.
Driving time is around 20-25 minutes.
As you can see in the picture below, driving from Pafos Airport to the villa is straightforward. The route is
marked with the blue dotted line.

Note: This guide assumes that you are
starting exactly in front of the entrance/
exit of the main building of the Pafos
International Airport.
This is correct if you are renting a car and
the car is waiting for you inside the parking
lot just across the exit.
If you are picking a car from a company
which takes you by shuttle to a nearby
private parking lot (e.g. Avis, Hertz and
Europcar), then please adjust accordingly.
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Step 1: Drive away from the airport


From the Pafos Airport Entrance/Exit, proceed straight ahead (the road is one way – you can only
move ahead).



After about 400m you will reach a small round about. Take the first exit towards Pafos and continue
going ahead.



Initially you will drive parallel to the sea but after a while the road will
slowly bend inland and you will be travelling perpendicular to the sea
(the sea will be behind you).



After 3.8 Km, you will reach a T-junction (another road perpendicular to
the one you are currently driving).



At the T-junction, turn left.
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Step 2: Drive towards Kato Pafos



After 4.8 Km, you will reach a roundabout. Take the first exit to the left.



You will now be driving towards the sea.



After 1.7 Km, you will reach another roundabout. Take the second exit.



You will now be driving parallel to the sea.



Drive straight ahead for 5.7 Km (passing by 3 other roundabouts and 3 traffic lights) until you reach a
4th round about where you will see across you on your right, Kings Avenue Mall.



Continue driving straight ahead.



You are now just 4.2 Km away from Meltemi Villas.
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Step 3: Drive towards Chlorakas



Keep straight on this road for aprx. 4
km.



You will be driving parallel to the sea.



Follow the signs initially for the Tombs of
the Kings and then for Chloraka, Pegeia
and Kissonerga Village (the villas are
located within the limits of Chloraka village).



While driving, you will pass Roman Hotel (L),
Kings Hotel (R), Avlida Hotel (R), Tombs of the
Kings (L), Venus Hotel (L), Capital Coast Hotel
(L) and finally King Evelthon Hotel & Resort.



As soon as you see the sign for King
Evelthon Hotel, congratulations are in order;
you are just 850m away from your villa.
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Step 4: Arrive at Meltemi Villas


When you see on your left hand side King Evelthon Hotel and
Resort, continue driving forward towards the same direction as
before.



After 400m, you will see on your right hand side a small kiosk
with a sign “Mike Kiosk”.



200m after the kiosk, you will see that on your left, that there’s a
turn towards the sea.



Turn left. On the corner there’s a sign indicating that this is the
road to Akti Beach Hotel.



Drive straight ahead (towards the sea) for exactly 300m. You will
see our sign on your right hand side.



Welcome to Meltemi Villas
IMPORTANT: If you pass by Avillion Holiday
Apartments or Pentaras Restaurant, then you
have missed your turn and you have to turn back.
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Driving from Larnaca International Airport (LCA)


Driving distance is 140Km. Driving time is 90–100 minutes.



On leaving Larnaca airport, follow the signs for Limassol. It’s an easy route, all of it on the highway. Just
be carefull around Kofinou where the Larnaca-Limassol highway merges with the Limassol-Nicosia
highway; make sure that you take the correct turn to Limassol (just follow the signs). The distance from
Larnaca Airport to Lemesos is approximately 50km. When you reach Limassol, stay in the highway and
proceed straight ahead; you will pass a number of flyovers and you will finally exit Limassol.



Continue to follow the signs along the highway and head towards Paphos (Pafos) town, which is
approximately another 45 km



At the end of the highway, on your entry to Pafos, you will encounter a large roundabout.



Take the 1st roundabout exit to your left. You are now heading towards the sea.



You will pass a McDonalds restaurant (L), traffic lights, Pafiako Stadium and Home
Center / Ermes shopping center (L).



You will encounter another large roundabout. Take the 2nd exit (i.e. continue straight
ahead).



You will pass through another set of traffic lights but you keep on going straight
ahead until you meet another small roundabout. (The distance between this round
about and the one at the city entrance is 4km). Take the 3rd exit (i.e. you will now
travel parallel to the sea). You are now only 6.5km from Meltemi Villas.



Drive straight ahead for 5.7
Km (passing by 3 traffic
lights) until you reach a big
round about where you
will see across you on your
right, Kings Avenue Mall.



You are now just 4.2 Km
away from Meltemi Villas.



Continue straight ahead.
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Keep straight on this
road for aprx. 4 km.



You will be driving parallel to the sea.



Follow the signs initially for the Tombs of
the Kings and then for Chloraka, Pegeia
and Kissonerga Village (the villas are
located within the limits of Chloraka
village).



While driving, you will pass Roman Hotel (L),
Kings Hotel (R), Avlida Hotel (R), Tombs of the
Kings (L), Venus Hotel (L), Capital Coast Hotel
(L) and finally King Evelthon Hotel & Resort.



As soon as you see the sign for King
Evelthon Hotel, congratulations are in order;
you are just 850m away from your villa.
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When you see on your left hand side King Evelthon Hotel and
Resort, continue driving forward towards the same direction as
before.



After 400m, you will see on your right hand side a small kiosk
with a sign “Mike Kiosk”.



200m after the kiosk, you will see that on your left, there’s a
turn towards the sea.



Turn left. On the corner there’s a sign indicating that this is the
road to Akti Beach Hotel.



Drive straight ahead (towards the sea) for exactly 300m. You will
see our sign on your right hand side.



Welcome to Meltemi Villas
IMPORTANT: If you pass by Avillion Holiday
Apartments or Pentaras Restaurant, then you
have missed your turn and you have to turn back.
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